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x9 Change of Projective Embedding

9.1. For every integer n > 0 let P (n) = P (Symn(E)), we have an evident
immersion un:P ! P (n), since O(n) is generated by its sections over every
open a�ne of S and that p�(OP (n))Sym

n(E) [Illegible] where p:P ! S is
the projection. If f :X ! P is an unrami�ed morphism (resp. an immer-
sion) it is the same with unf :X ! P (n). There is sometimes an advantage
in the study of X in replacing f by unf in order to avoid a very special
behavior of f sometimes embarrassing in certain respects. (An example of
such peculiarity is the one indicated (sic) in 8.12 b), where Ysing ! �P has
an image of dimension r � 1 but gives rise to an inseparable extension of
�elds. Another one is that given by the quadric surfaces in P 3 to know that
all the singular hyperplane sections are geometrically reducible. (in spite
of the fact that X is geometrically irreducible.)

Proposition 9.2. We suppose S = Spec(k), X smooth over k, and
f :X ! P unrami�ed. Let n � 2 and let us consider fn = unf . Then
fn:X ! P (n) satis�es the equivalent conditions of 8.8, in particular for
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� 2 �P (n) in the complement of a set of codimension � 2, the corresponding
hyperplane section Y� is smooth or admits only a �nite number of non-
smooth points which are geometrically ordinary singularities. If f is an
immersion there is at most one such singular point and it is rational over
k(�).

N.B. One would have to announce 8.8 in a manner such as not to
exclude the case where f is not an immersion. The veri�cation is essentially
trivial under the condition (ii bis) of 8.8. For sure we should make explicit
in 9.1 that the hyperplane sections of X relative to fn are nothing else but
the \sections" of X by hypersurfaces of degree n in place of hyperplanes.

Proposition 9.3. Suppose that X is geometrically irreducible and that
dim f(X) � 2, let x 2 X(k) let n � 2.

a) Let us consider the linear family of hyperplane sections of X relative

to fn = unf which pass through x, its generic element de�nes a Y
(n)
�

which is geometrically irreducible.

b) Let L be a linear subvariety of P passing through f(x) and not con-
taining f(X). Let us consider the linear family of hyperplane sections
of X relative to fn de�ned by the hyperplanes of P (n) \tangent to L
at x" (i.e. de�ned by the n-forms over P which over L are zero of order

at least two at x), its generic member is a Y
(n)
� which is geometrically

irreducible.

c) Let us suppose that X is smooth at x and that n � 3 where f(X) is
not contained in a plane de�ned over �k. Let us consider the family of

hyperplane sections Y (n)
� of X relative to fn which are \tangent to X

at x". Then the generic member of the latter de�nes a Y
(n)
� that is

geometrically irreducible.

The proof is essentially trivial in terms of the criteria of the end of
the previous section. Taking an a�ne model of P containing f(x) we are
reduced in a) to �nding three polynomials in the coordinates T1; T2; : : : ; Tr
of degree � 2, let them be P , Q, and R such that Q(t)=P (t) and R(t)=P (t)
are algebraically independent over k in K (where K is the function �eld
of X and t = (t1; : : : ; tr) is the system of elements of K de�ned by the
Ti); in b) we require also that P , Q, and R should vanish at the order
two at least on L which we can in addition suppose to be de�ned by the
equations T1; : : : ; Ts = 0; �nally, in c) it is the same but L is the image of
the tangent space to X at x and if necessary, we may take P , Q, and R
of degree 3, i.e. more breathing space. The hypothesis that dim f(X) � 2
signi�es that the transcendence degree of K(t1; t2; : : : ; tr) over k is � 2,
i.e. we can �nd t1; t2 let us say algebraically independent. In a) we take
therefore P = T1, Q = T 2

1 , R = T1T2, in b) we do the same noting that
we may there choose t1 resulting from T1 zero over L, due to the fact that
f(X) 6� L� (which implies that there exists an index i between one and s
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such that ts 6= 0, so that ts is not a constant (since ts is zero at x) therefore
ts is not algebraic over k1 (N.B. we may suppose k algebraically closed).
The case c) follows from b) except in the case where f(X) is contained in
the image, L, by f of the tangent space to X at x. [If dim X = 2 this case
is e�ectively exceptional (the trace of a quadric surface tangent to a plane
on that plane is in general formed by two intersecting lines and is therefore
not irreducible)]. But to treat that case, in the forms P , Q, and R made
explicit above we may replace evidently X by L itself, where the solution
is trivial. (If dim L = 2 take P = T 2

r , Q = T 3
r , R = T 2

r Tr�1 and note that
Q=P = Tr and R=P = Tr�1 are linear forms independent over L, therefore
algebraically independent. If dim L � 3 then Tr�2, Tr�1, Tr are linearly
independent over L and we take

P = T 2
r ; Q = T 2

r�1; R = T 2
r�2

Conjugating with 8.18 we �nd a Corollary 9.4. ([Interpr.] to be stated)
Finally we must combine the latter with 9.2 in order to �nd a recapit-

ulating theorem in the \excellent case."

Theorem 9.5. (If X is smooth, proper and geometrically integral over k
and f :X ! P is unrami�ed, X of dimension � 2 by considering the result
[Illegible] when X ! P is an immersion (unicity of the singular point of
Y�).)

x10 Pencils of hyperplane sections and �brations
of blown up varieties

10.1. Let Z be the P -exceptional set in �P relative to a constructible
property P such that Z is a constructible subset of �P . Let us suppose
S = Spec(k). We will see (cf. No. 12 where we catch up with things
which should have come in without any doubt in (previous Nos.) that in
order to have codim(Z; �P ) � 2 it is necessary and su�cient that \every
su�ciently general line" L in �P should not meet Z or even �Z and it suf-
�ces that there should exist a single L in �P not meeting Z [should be Z;
AG's error ]. If k is in�nite it is necessary and su�cient that there should
exist a single straight line L in �P that does not meet �Z. We call linear
pencil of hyperplane sections of \X" de�ned by the straight line L in �P the
L-prescheme YL (de�nition is valid for any S). Then the previous thoughts
together with results of Nos. 8 and 9 give us criteria for the existence of
such pencils having the �bers Y� (� 2 L) all satisfying the property P �rst
of all in the case where S is an in�nite base �eld. Taking into account
8.2, if for every prime cycle associated with X we have dim f(T ) > 0 then
we can (by taking the property P 0 = P+ condition of regularity for ��)

1[Interpr.] added by interpreter
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require that the pencil YL should be at over L. In the case where S is
arbitrary we can again, by the procedure of 7.1, construct such a pencil
over an open neighborhood of a given point s of S provided k(s) is in�nite
and Z is closed (which is ensured in diverse various miscelaneous cases by
the results of Par. 5 and the assumption that X ! S is proper). To do
it right it would be convenient after general explaination of this type to
give recapitulating statements where we e�ectively apply the preceding re-
sults for a certain number of properties of this nature (and also comprising
module properties). As a minimum in this sense we must give here the
reformulation of 9.5 in terms of linear pencils { a fact constantly used in
geometric applications.

10.2. By polarity, a straight line L in �P corresponds to linear subvariety
L0 of codim2 in P (S arbitrary). Let us put T = X�P L0. Another way to
describe T is as follows: L is de�ned by a locally free quotient of rank 2 of
�E or what is the same de�ned by a submodule, locally a direct factor F of
E everywhere of rank two. Let us consider the composition homomorphism

FX �! EX �! OX (1);

then T is nothing else but the scheme of zeros of this composite homo-
morphism or, what is the same, it is de�ned by the ideal J , image of the
corresponding homomorphism (obtained by twisting by OX (�1)):

FX(�1) �! OX :

Let us suppose that this homomorphism is regular which means that
if we write down locally a totally ordered basis of FX (�1) then its image in
OX forms an OX -regular sequence, a condition that does not depend on the
basis chosen and that can be announced intrinsically also by saying that
FX(�1) 
 OX=J ! J=J2 is an isomorphism and that V (J) = T ! X is a
regular immersion [NB: we should somewhere reveal the general situation
with a homomorphism G ! OX , G locally free over the prescheme X, for
example in the section about regular immersions] we have then

Theorem 10.2. With the above hypothesis the linear pencil YL with the
canonical projection YL ! X is X isomorphic in a unique fashion to the
blow-up of the prescheme X obtained with T .

To understand the meaning of this theorem it would be convenient to
notice at the beginning of the section or No. that if S = Spec(k) then
for a `su�ciently general' straight line L in �P the condition of regularity
is veri�ed (cf. catching up indicated in No. 12 namely for 5.3.) In what
follows in the construction of \good" linear pencils indicated or anticipated
at the beginning of the present No., we could require that the described
pencil should satisfy the said condition (which is a condition of the same
type but di�erent from the one that consists in requiring that for every
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� 2 L, �� should be Xk(�)-regular). We should include the condition in
question in the proposed recapitulating statements.

On the other hand, practically 10.2 is used only in the situation of 9.5,
which makes it desirable not to announce the reformulation of 9.5 in terms
of pencils, until after 10.2, in order to be able to include in the statement in
question also the isomorphism of the pencil with a blown up (i.e. to give a
description of the situation permitting a suitable reference). We obtain thus
a way for every projective smooth geometrically connected X of dim � 2
over an in�nite �eld k, to �nd a non-empty closed smooth subscheme of
codimension two at every one of its points such that the blown up scheme
admits a �bration over P1, with all �bers being geometrically integral and
such that all the �bers are smooth except at most a �nite number, the
latter having at most one geometrically singular point and such a point
being rational over k and geometrically an ordinary singularity.

This explains the importance of a thorough study (just started now) of
such �brations with singular �bers to reduce in a certain measure (to some
extent the study of projective smooth varieties of dimension d to those of
families depending on one parameter) or projective varieties of dimension
(d� 1) that may have ordinary singularities.

The statement 10.2 is a more or less immediate consequence of the fol-
lowing which is completely independent of the story of hyperplane sections
and would be without a doubt better in its place in an extra paragraph on
\regular immersions."

Proposition 10.3 is crossed out. Ask AG if that is his intention.

Proposition 10.3. LetX be a prescheme, G a quasi-coherent module over
X and u:G! O a homomorphism, J = u(G), T = V (J). Let eX be deduced
from X by blowing up T . Let us consider on the other hand p = p(G),
the canonical homomorphism Gp ! O(1) and its kernel H (such that we
have the exact sequence 0 ! H ! GP ! OP (1) ! 0) the homomorphism

uP :GP ! OP and the quasi-coherent ideal K = uP (H) ! OP . Then eX
is canonically isomorphic to a closed subscheme of V (K). If G is locally

free and u is \regular" then the above isomorphism is an isomorphism of eX
with V (K) itself in this case H is locally free over P and H ! OP whose

prescheme of zero is eX is also regular.

The �rst statement is almost trivial. The second one is an exercise
which does not cause any di�culty (I have not done it in detail thinking
that you can deduce it just as well as I).

If in 10.2, S = Spec k and X is of dimension � 1 then the assumption
of regularity is equivalent to T = � so that YL ! X is an isomorphism. We
�nd therefore by conjugating with 9.2:

Corollary 10.4 (of 10.2). Let X be a smooth curve geometrically con-
nected in a projective space P over an in�nite �eld k and let n � 2. Then
there exists a linear pencil of n-forms over P de�ning a morphism X ! P 1
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having the following property: the morphism is generically �etale of degree d
and for every geometric point s of P 1,Xs is �etale over the algebrically closed
�eld k0 = k(s) or it is k0 isomorphic to the sum of d�2 schemes Spec k0 and
the scheme I0k = Spec k0[t]=(t2). In the language of the forefathers: there is
at most one point of rami�cation and it is \quadratic."

x11 Grassmanians

Since we will now use linear subvarieties of P not only of relative
dimension 0 and n � 1 it is clear that we shall need some notions about
grassmanians and some sorites] in the nature of `elementary geometry' on
the constructions concerning linear varieties which should all come at the
beginning of the paragraph. In addition one takes in practice sometimes
any linear sections and not only hyperplane sections and it is proper to
review in this enlarged scope all the previous Nos. sections.

Let E be a quasi-coherent Module over the prescheme S, and let n be
an integer > 0. Let us consider the functor (Sch)0=S ! (Ens) de�ned by
Grassn(E) (S

0) = quotient Modules, locally free and of rank n of Es0 .
This functor is representable and the prescheme over S which rep-

resents it will also be denoted Grassn(E). To prove the representability
consider the natural functor homomorphism

Grassn(E)! Grass1

 
n̂

E

!
= P

 
n̂

E

!

de�ned by associating with every locally free quotient of rank n, G of Es0

the locally free Module of rank one
nV
G considered as a quotient of

nV
Es0

We prove as in Seminaire Cartan that this morphism if \representable by
closed immersions" such that Grassn(E) appears as a closed subscheme of

P (
nV
E); in particular it is separated over S and quasi-compact over S and

if E is of �nite type it is projective over S. If E is of �nite presentation
then that is also the case for Grassn(E): indeed we may suppose that S
is a�neS = Spec(A) so that E comes from a module of �nite type over a
subring of �nite type of A { since the formation of Grassn(E) is evidently
compatible with base change over S.

Since E is locally free then Grassn(E) is smooth over S with geomet-
rically connected �bers. This comes from a more precise fact: If E is free
of rank r then Grassn(E) may be covered by

�
r
n

�
open subsets each one of

which is S isomorphic to a�ne space of relative dimension n(r�n) over S.
This decomposition corresponds to the choice, thanks to the base of E to� r
n

�
decompositions of E by exact sequences

(s) O! E0 ! E! E00 ! 0
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with E0 locally free of rank n. Such an exact sequence allows us to de�ne
a sub-functor Grassn(s) of Grassn(E) by limiting ourselves to quotients
G of E0s locally free of rank n, such that the composed homomorphism
E0s0 ! E0s ! G should be surjective (therefore bijective). But the in-
clusion Grassn(S) ! Grassn(E) is representable by open immersion and
on the other hand Grassn(E) is representable by open immersion and on
the other hand Grassn(S) is canonically isomorphic to the �ber bundle
V (HomOs(E

0;E00)).
As a result, for example, of this particular structure we may mention

that if s 2 S, then (E being locally free of �nite rank) every point of
Grassn(E) with values in k(s) lifts to a section over a neighborhood of s.
On the other hand, if S = Spec(k), k an in�nite �eld, then every open
non-empty subset of Grassn(E) contains a k-rational point. A point of
Grassn(E) with values in S, i.e. a locally free quotient Module G of rank
n of E canonically de�nes a subscheme of P (E), (i.e. to say) P (G). Such
a subscheme (but without imposing anything on the rank of G) is called a
linear subvariety of P (E) (relative to S if there is a possibility of confusion).
It is therefore a projective �bration of relative dimension (n � 1) if n � 1,
(and empty if n = 0). We immediately verify that the section of Grassn(E),
i.e. G is known if we know the linear subvariety corresponding to P (E). In
this manner the grassmanian can be interpreted as representing the functor
(\linear subvarieties of relative dimension n � 1 of Ps0") for S0 variable in
n � 1. It is furthermore possible to give an intrinsic characterization of the
latter functor, i.e. of the notion of linear subvariety of relative dimensionm
they are closed subschemes of P , smooth over S and everywhere of relative
dimension m and that are of \projective degree one" at every s 2 S; this
characterization will be given in a later chapter and we shall not need it at
all here.

Let us again suppose that E is locally free of rank r, let �E be its
dual. Then by a polarity we �nd a canonical isomorphism Grassn(E) '
Grassr�n(�E) that assigns to a quotient G of E the quotient �E=�G of �E. From
the point of view of linear varieties to a linear variety L of relative dimension
m of P there corresponds the linear dual variety L0 of relative dimension
(r � 1) + �1 � m of �P , i.e. of relative codimension (m + 1) in �P . (N.B.
(r � 1) is here the relative common dimension of P and �P over S), which
we may visualize geometrically as follows. Let us �rst of all take n = r�1,
we �nd an isomorphism P (�E) ' Grassr�1(E) that allows us to identify the
points of �P with values in S (let us say) as linear subvarieties of codim 1
of P (called again hyperplanes of P ).

To tell it short, L0 consists of hyperplanes which contain the linear
subvariety L of P (by which of course we mean that the points of L with
values in S0 are the hyperplanes in PS0 that contain LS0). This follows
from the fact (that should have occurred at the same time as the fact that
a linear subvariety L of P determines a locally free quotient G of E from
which it comes that if G and g0 are two locally free quotients of E (not
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necessarily of the same rank) then P (G0) � P (G) (as the linear subvarieties
of P (E)), if G0 is majorized by G (and the inclusion P (G0)! P (G) is nothing
else but the deduced morphism from G! G0).

Here is a minimum of sorites which we must have at our disposal. The
complete list cannot in any case be �xed until the other Nos. of the present
paragraph are written up.

It seems to me convenient to introduce also the functor

Grass(E)(S0) = set of quotient modules locally free

(of rank not speci�ed) of ES0

[illegible] then Grass(E) is representable by ǹ�0Grassn(E). The linear

subvarieties of P (E) are indeed de�ned by sections of Grass(E) over S
(NB: the rank, i.e. the relative dimension may vary if S is not connected).

x12 Generalization of the previous results to linear sections

Complements to notations. If P = P (E), E any quasi-coherent Module,
we set also Grassn(P ) = Grassn+1(E) so that Grassn(P ) corresponds to
linear subvarieties of dimension n in P ; this is valid for n � �1 if we agree
that dim = �1 means empty. If E is locally free it would be advisable to
introduce

Grassn(P ) = Grassn�1( �P ) = Grassn(�E)

which corresponds to linear subvarieties of codimension n in P . If E is
of rank r + 1 [illegible] P of relative dimension r, we have a canonical
isomoprhism Grassn(P ) = Grassr�n(P ). In what follows, we suppose E
�xed locally free of rank r and we are interested in linear subvarieties of P
of given codimension m, thus in Grm = Grm(P ) = Grm(�E).

Over that prescheme we have therefore a canonical quotient G locally
free of rank m of EGr, let us call it F . The natural incidence prescheme
over P �S Grm, which represents the subfunctor of the product functor
corresponds to the couples consisting of a section of PS0 and a linear subva-
riety of codimension m of PS0 containing the latter, it can be made explicit
therefore in the following way: let T = P �S Grm (or if we prefer any
prescheme relative or over this product), then over T we have ET the quo-
tient OT (1) and the sub-Module locally direct factor of �GT . We consider
the composition of the canonical homomorphisms �GT ! OT (1) which by
transposition corresponds also to the analogous composite homomorphism
of the sub-Module OT (�1) of �ET into the quotient GT :

OT (�1)! GT

and may also be considered as de�ned by a section of GT (1),�m2�(T;GT (1)).
The incidence prescheme (resp. its inverse image in T ) is nothing else but
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the prescheme of zeros of the one or the other homomorphism or else of the
section �m. We could denote the incidence prescheme by H(m) for m = 1;
we recover the one from No. 1. IfX is over P we may set Y(m) = X�PH(m)

and de�ne by this the notation Ym if � is a point of Grm with values in an
S0. Therefore the Y m

� are \linear sections" of X over P (or rather of X 0
S

over P 0
S by linear subvarieties of codimension m of P or rather of P 0

S .)
I use this opportunity for a notational self-criticism which could come

since already No. 1. This is the fact to make the arbitrary correspondence
in order to indicate an object Y that corresponds to X the letter Y to
X (so that if X becomes Z we no longer know very well what to take.)
This inconvenience has already led me into some incoherent notations a
few times.

Perhaps in the more general context with an integer m as here suggests
a reasonable solution: to write X(m) instead of Y(m), thus X(1) in place of Y
in No. 1. In such a way we might approximately have X(m)(m0) = Xm+m0

. I
am going to try such notation in what follows. Evidently even the exponent
is open to criticism since it is current practice in algebraic geometry to
denote by an exponent the dimension of the varieties which enter into play.
But since we shall never make use of this type of convention, I think that
we have a free hand as far as that matter is concerned.

We see immediately that, in the preceding construction of X(m), we
have a canonical P -isomorphismX(m)=Grassm(�F) where FX�=f�(
1

P=S)(1)

is the kernel of EX ! OX (1), in particular X(m) is smooth over X with geo-
metrically integral �bers. (In fact, rational varieties of dimension
m(r � m).) Of course, the veri�cation reduces to the case X = P and
because of this it belongs just as the previous considerations to the gener-
alities on grassmanians (which I am sure you are going to \magnify" in a
separate paragraph).

We now have a perfect counterpart of the diagram from No. 1. Again
a forgotten point: as a prescheme over Grm,H(m) is canonically isomorphic
to P (EGr=�G); it is therefore an excellent projective �bration (but of course
we may not conclude this in general for X(m) over Grm).

The Proposition 2.1 can be transposed without change. In Proposition
2.2 it should read: it is necessary and su�cient that for every x 2 Z we have
dim �x � m�1. For the proof we may, for example, restrict ourselves to 2.6
by considering a generic linear variety of codimension m, as the intersection
of m independent generic hyperplanes. Dieudonne demerdetur (Interpr. {
joke { \d�emerde toi" with Latin avor.)

From the writing up point of view if (as it seems preferable to me)
we make from the start m general, it seems preferable to prove 2.6 at the
same time, where, of course, dim X � 1 is replaced by dim X �m (and by
implying that the dimension < 0 in the formula means that the considered
set is empty).

Corollary 2.3 is read by replacing `�nite' by \of dimension
� m � 1." Corollary 2.4 similar. The same for 2.5, replace dim f(Xi) > 0
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by dim f(Xi) � m and the same change in 2.7.
The Proposition 2.8 remains true as stated in 2.9 replace �nite by

dim � m � 1. The same for 2.10, 2.11.
The statement 2.12 remains valid as such with a proof essentially un-

changed (compare also further down comments to No. 8); 2.13 replace �nite
by dim � m� 1. Theorem 2.14 stays valid as such, 2.15 by replacing �nite
by dim � m�1. 2.16 is valid as stated in 2.17 replace �nite by dim � m�1.
2.18 as it is.

For 3.1, we can state it for any m, supposing that dim f(X) � m+ 1,
but I propose to keep the principal statement in the case of a hypersur-
face and to give the general case as a corollary as a remark (it can be
deduced immediately by the usual procedure of taking independent generic
hyperplanes).

At least it would be amusing to make explicit (state) a generalized
version of Lemma 3.1.1: : : . For (3.2) read dim f(X) � m + 1 in 3.3 re-
place dim f(Xi) � 2 by dim f(Xi) � m + 1 and in the de�nition of S,
dim f(Z) = 0 by dim f(Z) � m� 1.

The general considerations of No. 4 apply as such to the case of any
m. The same is true about 4.2 and 4.3 by replacing in b) (v) and (vi) the
dimension condition by dim f(X) � m + 1. Analogous change in 4.4 b)

The \laius" of 5.1 goes as such. In 5.2 it is necessary to remember that

� becomes a section �
(m)
� of GT (1) (where T = XS � Grm) inducing the

sections �
(m)
� of

OXk(1)
k(�) G(�) (for � 2 Grm):

But in general we shall explain in par. 19 that if we have a section �
of a locally free Module of rank m over a prescheme this means that such
a section is F-regular for a given Module F in terms of a local basis, this
means that we have an F-regular sequence of m sections of OX (and it will
be necessary to verify that this is independent of the chosen basis). In the
case m = 1 we have the intrinsic evident interpretation mentioned in 5.2.
With this language convention 5.3 remains valid as such, as 5.4.

The �rst part of Remark 5.5 admits a generalization to the case of m
arbitrary: If FS is (Sm) then the condition of regularity mentioned for ��
can be expressed in a purely dimensional manner.

The second part of Remark 5.5 is valid as such for any m. Theorem
5.6 extends as such, so does 5.7.

Proposition 6.1. Read dim f(Xi) � m+1 and later dim f(Z) � m� 1.

The general \laius" of 7.1 are valid as such in the case of any m. 7.2,
7.3 mutatis mutandis [Latin joke] (pay attention in 7.2 to the notation m,
confusing everywhere), on the other hand in the proof of 7.4 we no longer
need to proceed by successive approximations but we may take rightaway
a linear section of codimension m = n.
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In 8.2 replace condition dim Y� > dim X by dim Y� > dim X �m and
the hypothesis dim f(Xi) > 0 by dim f(Xi) � m. Similar modi�cation is
in the sequel to 8.2. Since 8.3 gives an example there is no point in changing
it so we keep m = 1.

I leave it as an exercise to you, that should be done with care, to �nd
good statements for any m corresponding to 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6 (pages 30, 31,
32). It is not necessary to do this exercise unless you feel like doing it, but
do not get bored!

I think that essentially all the developments of No. 8 except 8.6 can be
adapted to the case of linear sections with any m. To do it formally would
be without any doubt quite a long and fastidious exercise. I have to admit
that I do not know any applications depending essentially on the analysis
of this more general situation, so we are not really obliged to include these
developments in these Elements. On the other hand, experience proves
that the fact of writing up in this more general context forces often to
better unscrew and understand better the whole caboudle and often with
no cost, in addition a certain number of syntax exercises in an exclusively
geometric context like here will do no harm and of course it is not at all
excluded that one day we will use it or need it and we will be happy to
�nd it ready to use. Still I leave up to you the whole decision about this
subject and I summarize the statements that we could perhaps give along
this connection.

Let us again assume that f :X ! P is unrami�ed and that X is smooth
over S with components of dimension � m. Then X(m) = V 0, we distin-
guish therefore the sub-prescheme X(m)sing = V 1 of the singular zeros of
�m relative to Grassm, which is also formed geometrically from pairs (x; �)
such that the linear variety L� cuts by excess the tangent space to X at
x (considered as linear subvarieties of P ), i.e. such that the two spaces do
not generate all of P . In opposition with what happens for m = 1, if m is
arbitrary the morphism X(m)sing ! X is not in general smooth since the va-
riety of L which pass through x and cut by excess a given linear subvariety
T 3 x, is not in general smooth over k: this variety is only the closure of the
smooth subvariety formed by � such that the dimension of T\L� is just one
more than the \normal" dimension (n � m) (n = dim T; m = codimL).
Except an error, the set (contained in the relative supersingular set) V 00

introduced in par. 16 (complements) is nothing else but the set formed by
the couples (x; L�) such that the dimension of Tx \ L� is � n � m + 2 so
that V 0 � V 00 is smooth over S and except an error it is exactly the same
as the set of smooth points of V 0 over X. (The veri�cation of this point
requires a study of the �ltration of the Grassman scheme according to the
dimensions of intersection of L variables and T �xed, except an error we
�nd that the following notch of the �ltration (when we de�ne the �ltration
either set theoretic or schematic way), the �ltration is formed exactly of
the non-smooth points of the using the lemma from page 16 of the com-
plements to par. 16. This study would form therefore one of the No. of a
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\geometric" paragraph devoted to grassmanians.)
If we also de�ne V (k) as the sub-scheme of X(m) corresponding to

dim Tx \ L � n�m + k, we �nd by an immediate calculation that

dim Grassm(P )� dim V (k) = (k � 1)(n�m) + k2

at least for the reasonable restrictions k � m, k � r � m, up to an error
of calculation. (NB this follows more generally from a calculation of the
dimensions of the \cells" which intervene in the �ltration of grassmanians,
which were alluded to above).

For k = 2, we �nd a di�erence of dimension � 4, so that the image
of V 00 in Grass [illegible] is of codimension � 4 so that if we are interested in
what happens outside of subsets of the Grass of
codimension � 2 we may forget V 00.

On the other hand, in XGrassm�V 00 over Grassm the situation is that
of the good case anticipated in the complements to par. 16. Relative to
the base scheme S:V 0 � V 00 is indeed smooth over S (being such over X)
of relative dimension equal to one less than that of Grassm over S (as we
see by putting k = 1 in the above formula). Thus the results of the loc cit
[Latin] apply, in particular we �nd the fact that the set of supersingular
points of �m relative to Grassm is nothing else but V 00[V 2 where V 2 is the
sub-prescheme of rami�cation of V 0 � V 00 ! Grassm. We may therefore
say that outside of V 00 the supersingular zeros result from collapsing of (at
least) two ordinary singular zeros. (but we do not have to say this).

In this way we have essentially the equivalent of 8.7 a) and b). It
should be possible to give an equivalent condition for 8.7 c) by using the
explicit description of the tangent bundle to Grassm (analogous to the case
m = 1), it implies also that for a geometric point of V 0 � V 00, unrami�ed
over Grassm, to know its image in Grassm implies knowing its image in
P as long as the �rst image is a smooth point of the closed image of V 0

in Grassm (we assume S is the spectrum of a �eld). I could give a more
precise statement upon request.

Once we grant this, we have the evident corollaries generalizing 8.8,
8.9, 8.11. It is without a doubt also possible to formulate in the case of an
arbitrary m the other propositions of paragraph 8.

If this demands additional e�orts of writing up, we could give up this
generalization, even if we include the previous di�erential developments.

The same is true about the results of No. 9.
As for No. 10, the situation studied there generalizes to the case of any

m in the following manner. We �x a linear subvariety C of P of codimension
(m+1) and we consider the projective space Q of linear subvarieties L of P
of codimension m passing through C. Q is a closed subscheme of Grassm,

in particular we could construct X
(m)
Q which we propose to study.

A �rst point, which has to be in any case to �gure in the text is that

X
(m)
Q ! X is again birational at least if C cuts \regularly" X and precisely
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X
(m)
Q is in this case canonically isomorphic to the prescheme deduced from

X by blowing up X �P C: the proof of this fact is nothing else but 10.2,
via 10.3. A second point which is of some interest but which we do not
absolutely have to include consists in saying that if we choose C \fairly

general", then X
(m)
Q ! Q has certain pleasant properties, the most clas-

sical one being this: X being assumed smooth over S = Spec(k) and of
dim n � m proper and geometrically irreducible, then, for `fairly general'
C the set T of � 2 Q for which X(m) is not smooth of dimension (n�m) over
k(�), is geometrically irreducible over k(�) and of codimension one in Q and
the set T 0 of � 2 T for which X(m) is \supersingular" at least at one point is
rare (nowhere dense) in T ; �nally, if F :X ! P is an immersion, then after
extending T 0 a little, for every � 2 T � T 0 there is exactly one non-smooth

point in X(m)
� and the latter is rational over k(�). I forgot to specify in the

statement that we assume X ! P unrami�ed and that we have to initially
replace f by �nf , n � 2 (where �n is de�ned in 9.1). The most natural way
of proving this statement seems to be to use the subscheme Z (denoted T in
8.8) of Grassm such that X(m) is \singular": we see that, under the given
conditions, it is geometrically irreducible of codimension one and that the
subscheme Z1 corresponding to X(m) \supersingular" is nowhere dense.

It remains, therefore, to prove a lemma of the following nature: let Z
be a closed subset of Grassm of codimension q then de�ning Q(C) in terms
of C as above for every C \fairly general" the intersection Q(C) \ Z is of
codimension � q in Q(C); moreover if Z is geometrically irreducible so is
Q(C) \ Z if Z is \fairly general."
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